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Abstract 

The thermal loading of an open car park building structure is going to be analysed, based on different fire scenarios 

that depend on the type of vehicle (different heat release rate). The compartment is going to be fixed and the 

thermal effect on beams is going to be analysed, depending on the vehicle position. The result of simple calcula-

tion method will be used to determine several temperature-time curves. The simple calculation method (Hasemi 

method) is also to be compared with the calculations of the Elefir-EN calculation program to analyse the thermal 

effect of the localized fire on beams. 
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1. Introduction 

The increase of the market shares for steel and composite car parks in Europe is somewhat limited by the lack of 

information on how these structures behave under exceptional localised fire. Nowadays, in European countries 

most of these car parks are built above the ground because of a lower price per parking place, lower energy 

consumption, use of natural light and natural ventilation. 

Previous or ongoing relevant projects are presented, relative to car fire tests and car park fire tests requirements 

for robustness, ductile joints, structural safety. Statistics about real fires in open car parks show that car fires have 

never been dangerous neither for the stability of the structure nor for the people. The fire normally stays local and 

the maximum number of cars involved in a fire are three cars. It results that most unprotected steel in open sided 

steel-framed car parks has sufficient inherent resistance to withstand the effects of any fires that are likely to occur. 

There are many advantages of a composite steel-concrete structure for open car park buildings: 

I) Shorter on-site construction schedule due to the prefabricated elements, and consequently lower construc-

tion cost, as well as lower environmental impacts during construction. 

II) Flexible column spacing up to around 16 m, allowing to locate the columns at the back of the parking bay 

which facilitates vehicles manoeuvres. 
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III) Reduced column section size in comparison to a concrete structure, which increases the parking spaces. 

IV) Reduced weight, and smaller foundations, in comparison to concrete structures 

 

1.1 Aim of the work 

On the basis of the above described background, the aim of this thesis was to perform a Fire Analysis of open car 

park building structure under fire by and using the simplify calculation method (Heskestad, Hasemi) to be com-

pared with Elefir-EN calculation software. 

The thesis presents a methodology for assessing the structural behaviour parking lots open metal structure (or 

mixed steel-concrete), in case of fire. This methodology is characterized by the following steps  

 (i) setting set of fire,  

(ii) calculating the heat release rate,  

(iii) analysing the structural behaviour. 

The objectives of this study were 

To present the design method of an open car park based on fire scenarios,  

Apply the design methodology to an open parking made by steel and concrete using the Elefir-EN calculation 

program. The program allows to easily calculate the fire resistance of simple metal elements subjected to any 

mechanical and thermal load. For local-ized fire, the program determines, according to the diameter of the fire 

and free ride height if the flame touches the ceiling or not, and then calculates the temperature of the elements 

(primary/secondary beams or columns). 

2. Mathematical Formulation 

2.1 Localized Fire 

Fire starts as a small localized fire and cease to be only when flashover occurs. Even a localized fire can have a 

significant effect on the structure, depending on the building type and the relative position of the fire to the 

structural elements. The thermal effect on horizontal elements located above the fire also depends on their 

distance from the fire. It can be assessed by specific models for the evaluation of the local effect on adjacent 

elements, such as Heskestad or Hasemi method. The Two models are presented in Annex C of Eurocode 1992-

1-2 [3] for the effect of a localized fire.  

 

2.2 Heskestad Model 

Thermal action of a Localised fire can be assessed by using the Heskestad method. Differences have to be made 

regarding the relative height of the flame to the ceiling.  

The flame lengths (Lf) of a localised fire is given by:  
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Fig. 2.1 - Flame length 

Figure shows the length of the flame when the fire source rests on the ground and that the flame does not 

touch the ceiling ( ), where D is the diameter of fire source.  

 

Where: is the diameter of the fire [m], see Figure 2.1, is the Heat Release Rate [W] of the fire, is the convec-

tive part of the rate of heat release [W], with = 0,8by default, is the height [m] along the flame axis, see Figure 

31, is the distance [m] between the fire source and the ceiling, see Figure 2.1, and the virtual origin of the axis is 

given by:  

 

Fig 2.2 - Hight along the flame axis 
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2.3 Hasemi Model 

The Hasemi method is a simple tool for assessing the effects of a localized fire on horizontal structural elements 

located above the fire. When the of flame is impacting on the ceiling, a different model is used. The parameters 

for this model is in the Figure 2.3 below.  

The scope of this model is based on Eurocode, limited to situations where the diameter D of the fire source 

model is not greater than 10 meters and the heat release rate of fire emitted less than 50 MW. The method is 

described in the Annex C, Eurocode 1992-1-2. 

 

Fig. 2.3 - Heat flux to beam 

In the analysis of the open car park it is accepted hypothesis that the fire is impacting the ceiling and therefore 

HASEMI method of calculation is applied. When the car is burning, the fire is in fact localised fire. It means that 

the heat flux is determined from that car, being the heat flux to beam calculated by the following system. 

 The heat flux to a beam is a function of the following parameters: Rate of heat release of cars:, Height of the 

lower flange of the beam from the floor: , Diameter of the fire: (2 m is used), Distance from the beam section to 

the car centre: , Height of the fire source from the floor: (0.3 m is used).  

The heat flux is calculated with the Hasemi method by the following equations  
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In case of a several localised fires the heat flux received by an element of structure corresponds to the sum of 

heat flux obtained by each of the localised fires. However, the total heat flux is limited to max of 100 kW/m² 

following Annex C of EN 1992-1-2. 

3. Methodology 

3.1 The Software Elefire - EN 

With the recent approval of the Eurocodes, it became possible for structural engineers to consider the fire assess-

ment based on thermal actions, and based on the performance based design approach, instead of using prescriptive 

rules based on nominal fire curves. This opens the door to the use of much more realistic fire event scenarios and 

consequently allowing for more cost effective structures without compromising their safety in case of fire.  

The guidance document for construction products L (Directive - 89/106/EEC) gives information about the 

application and use of Eurocodes. This document states that one of the goal and benefit of the Eurocode pro-

gramme is that it allows common design aids and software to be developed for use in all Member States. The 

software Elefire-EN, that is in line with this statement, was used in this work to model the thermal response of the 

steel beams of an open car park subjected to a localised fire according to Annex C of Part 1-2 of Eurocode 1.  

The software allows for the calculation of the critical temperature of the steel members and subsequent evalu-

ation of the thickness of the fire protection material necessary to fulfil the required fire resistance.  

The main objective of this work is not to check the fire resistance of a real car park but also to validate the 

calculation process. This validation is performed with the comparison for the temperature evolution using soft-

ware Elefir-EN. 
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Fig -3.1 Elefir –EN main for different possibilities of 

mechanical calculation 

           Fig-3.2 Elefir –EN fire curves for thermal cal-

culations 

 

3.2 Characterization of the fire 

According the European Project “Demonstration of real fire tests in car parks and high buildings” (European 

Commission, 2001) the classification of cars based on its calorific potential is given in Table 2. These results were 

obtained using the calorimetric hood to collect all smokes, combustion products and pollutants emitted during the 

combustion of real car burning. From the tests several experimental curves of the Heat Release Rate (HRR) func-

tion of the time were obtained and simplified curves were proposed and validated.  

Figure 45 shows the simplified HRR curve for a class 3 car fire. The referred project also suggests curves for 

the same type of cars that start burning with a delay of 12 and 24 minutes. In Figure 46 these curves are shown 

and a fourth curve for of a car that starts to burn with a delay of 36 minutes has been added. Table 10 presents the 

main control points for the definition of each curve. 

 

Fig-3.3 Heat release Rate of a single class3            Fig-3.4 Heat Release Rate of single class 03 

with a delay of 12 min 
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4. 4. Result and Discussion –  

4.1 The Comparison of class 1   

Figure  shows the variation of the both gas and steel temperature as function of time, during the fire event 

of class 1 for R=0 m from the fire plume. The results obtained from the simplified method give: maximum 

temperature of gas is 824°C after 25 min of fire, the steel profile reaches a maximum temperature of 

673°C determined after 32 min from the beginning of the fire 

 

 

Fig-4.1 Gas and steel temperature evolution for class 

1 of cars with R=0m        

           Fig.-4.2 The class 1 comparison between excel 

and Elefir-EN software 

The comparison between the simplified method and Elefir-EN software. Differences are identified for the gas 

and steel temperature curves, due to the class 1fire event. The results were calculated for the radial position R=0. 

Next table shows the relative error for comparison. 

 

          Table 1. The relative Error of Comparison for cars from class 1. 

 EXCEL  ELIFIR  Relative error Relative error 

TIME Tgas Tmat Tgas Tmat Tgas Tsteel 

Min °C °C °C °C °C °C 

0 20 20 20 20 0.00 0.00 

4 541 90 570 85 -0.05 0.05 

16 541 403 570 475 -0.05 -0.15 

17 609 422 660 480 -0.08 -0.12 

18 652 447 702 510 -0.07 -0.12 

19 684 475 720 540 -0.05 -0.12 

20 708 504 745 577 -0.05 -0.13 

24 772 614 798 670 -0.03 -0.08 

25 824 641 833 699 -0.01 -0.08 

27 745 679 720 724 0.03 -0.06 
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30 712 695 690 720 0.03 -0.03 

32 682 696 665 708 0.03 -0.02 

35 613 680 570 680 0.08 0.00 

38 442 636 390 600 0.13 0.06 

70 20 20 20 20 0.00 0.00 

 

4.2 The Comparison of class 2  

 Shows the variation of the both gas and steel temperature as function of time, during the fire event of class 2 for 

the radial position R=0 m from the plume. The results obtained from the simplified method give: maximum tem-

perature of gas is 853°C after 25 min of fire, the steel profile reaches a maximum temperature of 733°C determined 

after 30 min from the beginning of the fire. 

 

Fig-4.3 Gas and steel temperature evolution for class 

2 of cars with R=0m 

Fig-4.4 The class 2 cars comparison between excel 

and Elefir-EN 

Figure shows the comparison between the simplified method and Elefir-EN software Differences are identified 

for the gas and steel temperature curves, due to the class 2 fire event. The results were calculated for the radial 

position n R=0. Next table shows the relative error for comparison. 

 

 Table 2. The relative Error of Comparison for cars from class 2. 

  Excel  Elefir-EN  Relative Error Relative Error 

Time Time Tgas Tsteel Tgas Tsteel Tgas Tsteel 

 Min  Sec  °C  °C °C °C °C °C 

0 0 20 20 20 20 0.00 0.00 

4 240 591 103 612 145 -0.03 -0.25 

16 960 591 471 612 525 -0.03 -0.10 

20 1200 739 559 755 622 -0.02 -0.10 

24 1440 800 660 795 700 0.01 -0.06 

25 1500 853 685 824 718 0.03 -0.05 
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27 1620 775 719 765 729 0.01 -0.01 

30 1800 743 733 700 728 0.06 0.01 

32 1920 715 731 682 718 0.05 0.02 

33 1980 695 728 675 710 0.03 0.03 

34 2040 674 723 642 704 0.05 0.03 

35 2100 654 716 620 700 0.05 0.02 

38 2280 511 676 460 647 0.11 0.04 

70 4200 20 271 20 20 0.00 0.00 

 

4.3 The Comparison of Class 3 

Figure  shows the variation of the both gas and steel temperature, calculated by this method. as function of time 

for radial position R=0 m from the fire axis. The maximum temperature for gas is 884°C after 25 min of fire. The 

steel profile has a maximum temperature of 725°C achieved for time equal to 32 min. 

  

Fig-4.5 Gas and steel temperature evolution for class 

3 of cars with R=0m 

Fig-4.6 The class 3 comparison between excel and 

Elefir-EN software. 

Figure shows the comparison between the results obtained by the simplified method and software Elefire-EN. 

The comparison between results is presented in the next table. 

 

Table 3. The relative Error of comparison for cars from class 3. 

  Excel  Elefir-EN  Relative error Relative error 

Time Time Tgas Tsteel Tgas Tsteel Tgas Tsteel 

Min sec °C °C °C °C   

0 0 20 20 20 20 0.00 0.00 

4 240 637 111 680 200 -0.06 -0.35 

16 960 637 513 680 600 -0.06 -0.15 

20 1200 771 607 800 680 -0.04 -0.11 

24 1440 830 701 842 734 -0.01 -0.05 

25 1500 884 725 859 749 0.03 -0.03 

27 1620 805 757 775 758 0.04 0.00 
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30 1800 774 768 740 755 0.05 0.02 

32 1920 748 766 720 745 0.04 0.03 

33 1980 729 763 700 740 0.04 0.03 

34 2040 710 758 675 739 0.05 0.03 

35 2100 692 751 650 735 0.06 0.02 

38 2280 570 713 523 700 0.09 0.02 

70 4200 20 287 20 217 0.00 0.29 

 

4.4 The Comparison of Class 4-5 

Figure shows the variation of the both gas and steel temperature as function of time, during the fire event of class 

4 or 5 for the radial position R=0 m from the plume. The results obtained from the simplified method give: max-

imum temperature of gas is 911°C after 25 min of fire, the steel profile reaches a maximum temperature of 792°C 

determined after 30 min from the beginning of the fire. 

 

Fig-4.7 Gas and steel temperature evolution for class 

4-5 of cars with R=0m               

Fig-4.8 The class 4-5 cars comparison between excel 

and Elefir-EN 

Figure shows the comparison between the simplified method and Elefir-EN software. Differences are identified 

for the gas and steel temperature curves, due to the class 4 and 5 fire event. The results were calculated for the 

radial position R=0. Next table shows the relative error for comparison. 

 

Table 4. The relative Error of comparison for cars from class 4-5. 

  Excel  Elefir  Relative error Relative Eroor 

Time Time Tgas Tmat Tgas Tmat Tgas Tmat 

Min sec °C °C °C °C °C °C 

0 0 20 20 20 20 0.00 0.00 

4 240 676 130 730 160 -0.07 -0.19 

16 960 676 471 730 570 -0.07 -0.17 

20 1200 801 598 830 715 -0.04 -0.16 

21 1260 818 630 835 733 -0.02 -0.14 
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22 1320 834 660 850 740 -0.02 -0.11 

23 1380 848 688 860 755 -0.01 -0.09 

24 1440 860 714 870 780 -0.01 -0.09 

25 1500 911 741 890 800 0.02 -0.07 

27 1620 834 777 800 820 0.04 -0.05 

30 1800 804 792 775 790 0.04 0.00 

32 1920 779 791 740 770 0.05 0.03 

33 1980 761 789 720 760 0.06 0.04 

34 2040 743 784 710 755 0.05 0.04 

35 2100 726 778 695 750 0.04 0.04 

38 2280 618 743 585 720 0.06 0.03 

70 4200 20 304 20 240 0.00 0.27 

 

The fire design of steel and composite structures from open car park can be made in accordance with Euro-

codes, while Annex C of Eurocode 1992 Part 1.2 [3] present a simplified method for determining the flame tem-

perature around the beams. The calculation of these temperatures depends on the heat release rate (HRR) for each 

type of car, which is determined based on the fire scenarios. The reference curves for the HRR was defined based 

on results of experimental tests performed on actual vehicles. Finally, Eurocodes 3 [4] and 4, Part 1.2 [29] present 

the calculation models for these structures.  

From previous experimental tests in real open car park buildings, it was concluded that most of unprotected 

steel open sided steel-framed car parks have sufficient inherent resistance to withstand the effects of any fires that 

are likely to occur. These results have encouraged to change the legislations in several European countries, allow-

ing to build steel or composite steel-concrete open car parks without fire protection, taking into account a design 

based on the actual performance of the structure.  

The simplified design methods defined in Eurocodes 3 and 4, part 1.2, are based on conservative assumptions 

and only allow the use of nominal temperature-time curves for the design of individual members. When the struc-

ture is subject to natural fire defined by the HRR fire curves, the choice must involve the use of advanced calcu-

lation methods rather than simplified methods in order to consider the indirect effects due to restrained thermal 

expansions.  

The design of columns under localized fires can be done using advanced models. No accurate simple method 

is available to calculate the column temperature due to a localized fire. Hasemi´s method is a simple tool for the 

evaluation of the localized effect of a fire on horizontal elements located above the fire, but cannot be used for 

the columns.  

Finally, the examples clearly showed the advantage of using the design methodology based on fire scenarios 

against the use of ISO curve. It was verified that the unprotected composite steel-concrete structure resists to fire 

when using different fire events.  
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In conclusion, the design methodology based on fire scenarios allowed optimizing the structure to benefit from 

an appropriate level of fire safety, reducing the fire protection and therefore the final cost of this type of building.  

The current simplified method was implemented to calculate the temperature of the gas and the temperature of 

the beam element, using different relative positions between the fire source and the position of the steel element. 
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